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INTRODUCTION

At the turn of the century, globalization seems to have become the keyword. Most
domestic corporations worlwide are reaching out beyond national boundries and engaging in .
international trade. lnteıııational activity by most domestic corporations has increased
s i gnifıcantly, which means that transactions are consummated not only with independent
1
foreign entities but also with foreign subsidiaries,.
it is well known that foreign subsidiaries, associates, and branches handle their

accounts and prepare fınancial statements in currencies of the countries in which they are
located. Thus, it is more than likely that a multinational company (MNC) ends up receiving,
at year end, fınancial statements from various foreign subsidiaries expressed ln a number of
foreign currencies. However, for users of these fınancial statements to to analyze the MNC's
foreign involvement properly, these foreign currency fınancial statements must fırst be
expressed in terms that the users can understand. This means that the foreign currency
fınancial statements of the various subsidiaries will have to be translated into the currency
2
oı"the country where the MNC is registered.
The translation of foreign fınancial stateınents requires a translation method, which
has two working parts.3 üne paı:t specifıes what exchange rates should be used to translate
each !ine of the foreign fınancial statements into the loca! currency. There are three
alternatives: ( 1) The exchange rate in effect between the currencies as of the date of the
translation, called the current rate; (2) the rate in effect whe,n the underlying transaction took
place, called historical rate; and (3) the rate in effect during a given time period called the
1

• Öğr. Gör.Dr. M.Ü . İ.İ.B.F. İngili zce İşletme Bölümü.
1
Barry J. Epstein, Abbas Ali Mirza, " lnterpretation and Application of International
Accounting Standards 1998" John Wiley & Sons, ine., p.693
2
Barry J. Epstein, Abbas Ali Mirza, ibid., p.693
3
Thomas G. Evans, Maıtin E. Taylar, Oscar Holzmann, "lnternational Accounting and
Reporting", PWS-KENT Publishing Coınp., 1988, p.167
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average rate. A currency translation me.thod will have rules governing which of these three
rates to use for each element ofthe foreign fınancial statements.
A second working part of the currency translation method must prescribe the
treatment for imbalance, a situation resulting from elements in the fınancial statements
tran slated at the current rate. If currency values change, then foreign exchange translation
gains or losses may result. Assets and liabilities that are translated at the current (post
change) exchange rate are considered to be exposed, while those translated ata historic (pre
change) exchange rate will maintain their historic values and, hence, are regarded as not
exposed. Translation exposure is just the difference between exposed assets and exposed
liabilities. 4
There are basically four translation methods; current-noncurrent, monetarytemporal, and current rate mefhod.

nonınonetray,

Current-noncurrent method; stresses balance sheet classifıcation as the basis for
translation. Current assets and liabilities are translated at the current rate and noncurrent
assets and liabilities at the applicable historical ratd.
Monetary-nonmonetary method; translares nonmonetray assets and liabilities at the
1
proper historical rates. Under this method, it.. is the characteristics of assets and liabilities
that are used as the basis for classifıcation.
Temporal method; translates cash, receivables, payables, and assets and liaibilities
caari ed at present of future values at the current rate, with the remaining assets and
liabilities carried at historical costs translated at the applicable historical rates.
Current rate method; translates all assets- and liabilities, both monetary and
nonmonetary, at the closing rate (current rate).
.

~A lan

p.112 .
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T ABLE 1 The Comparison of Translation Models
for Balance Sheet and lncome Statement

Balance Sheet Items
Cash
Current Receivables
· Merchan.dise (cost)
Prepaid Items
Plant, Prop., Equip.
L/T lntangible Assets
Current Payables
Long-Term Debt
Contribiıted Capital
Retained Earnings
lncome State. ltems
· Cost of Goods Sold .
Depreciation Expense

Translation Rate Used
CR
T
C-NC M-NM

c

c

c

c

H
H

H
H
H
H

H
H
H
H

·H
H

c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

H

H

H

H
H

H
H

C orA
C orA

c
c
c
c

x
c
H

c

c
c

x

c

x

x

Where, C=current Rate, H=historical Rate, A=average rate, X=not translated
Source: Thomas G. Evans, Martin E. Taylor, Oscar Holzmann, "lnternational Accounting
and Reporting" , PWS-KENT Publishing Comp., 1988, p. 170
Table 1 shows the main differences among the four translation models for balance
sheet and income statement items. As can be seen, both the monetary-nonmonetary and the
temporal methods are quite close, but the current-noncurrent and the current· rate methods
stand apart, both from each other and from the other two methods.
When we compare the traditional translation methods, we see that selection ofa rate
which will be used in translating inventory and fixed assets becomes important. Or more
generally we may say that the translation of nonmonetary items is in question in highly
inflationary environments. For monetary items both current and noncurrent, there is almost
a consens.us about the exchange rate that will be used in translation process - the current
rate. For example, if we talk about receivables and payables in both current and noncurrent,
their appearance in balance sheet show the amount of inflow and outflow of assets at the
balance sheet date respectively. According to the definition ofthe balance sheet, the items in
balance sheet should reflec;t the actual financial pos iti on .of the company. And also balance
sheet is prepared as ofa point of time. That is, when we take monetary items in a balance
sheet either current or noncurrent into consideration, the values related with, for example,
receivables and payables in both current and non'current base, should be the values that
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retıect

the company's exact receivables and payables at that point of time. So, the current
rate wil l be the most appropriate rate in trimslating monetary items. .
'
The problem related with nonmonetary items - inventory ,and fıxed assets - comes
the tıuctuations of exchange rates. According to GAAP, inventories and fıxed assets
are shown in balance sheet at their historical or acquisition costs. in higİıly intıationary
environınents, the ex,change rates tıuctuate very rapidly and by the blg amounts. That is to ,
say, the exchange rate at the beginning of an accounting period will. be very smaller than the
exchange rate at the end of the same accountirig period. Consider a nonınonetaiy asset
acquired at the beginning o( an accounting period: in the balance ~heet prepared and
translated as of the acquisition dat~ of that nonmonetaty assp,t, we will see a fıgure related
with this asset whrch retıect the real position of company. Bec.ause at the acquisition date
the h istorical exchange rate is equal to current rate. But if we· want tq prepare and translate a
balance sheet at .the end of that accounting period, we ha:ve two rates to be used in
translation process, historic rate or i:urrent rate. This is the. part of the question that we try to .
find an answer. Other part of the question is about translation gain or .loss; how to calculate
and where to show.
J.
froın

The necessity to improve a · ı:nethodology in tninslating nonmonetary iteıns of the
subsidiaries which ·operate in a hyper-intıat ionary environment - in Turkey - is obvious ih
order to ,keep the fınancial position of the subsidlary not distoıted because of .translation
ın istakes.
TRANSLA TION METHOD PROPOSAL FOR TURKEY
Th~re are two metho.dology proposals for translation of nonmonetary items by Choi
and by Ruland and Doupnik6 . These proposals were improvecj for the hyper-intıationary

5

e nvironınen~s

and for the conditions where PPP does not ho.ld. These are the cases 'which are
valid foı' Turkey.
ı
'

When we take the Choi's proposal into consideration, we can see that Choi p'roposes
to use restate-translate tnethod. That is, the nonmonetary items fırst will be restated by the
local inflation and then translated into reporting currency, Choi 7 drew our attention to .
double-counting possibility in computing translation gair or loss especially when PPP does
· not hold.
5
Choi, Frederick D. S.: "Price-Level Adjustments and Foreign Currency Translation: Are
They Cornpatible?", The ırterna~ional Jçurnal of Accounting. Fail 1975, p. 121- 143 .
'
6
Ruland, Robert G., Doupnik Timothy S.: "Foreign Currency Translation and the Behavior
of Exchange Rates" , Journal of lnternational Business Studies, Volume 19, Number 3, Year
1988, p.461-476
.
7
Choi, Frederick D. S.: "Resolving the lnflation/Currency .Translation Dilemma",
Management lnternational Review, Volume 27, Number 2, Year 1987, p.26-34
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have to
While proposing a methodology of currency translation for Turkey,
: considçr the current conditions of ubsidiaries operating in Turkey. Not only .for
subsidiaries, but foı' the most other companies, it is· very diffıcult to talk about inflation
accounting. Our tax procedural code implies some. restrictions - restrictions in using soıne
depreciation ınethods, ete. Other than these restrictions, inflation adjustınents are not widely
·
·
·
spread.
s.o. ifa subsidiary is not making inflation adjustment•. it won't be logical to. propose
restate-translate methodology.
The method proposed should also be easy and practical to apply. it should not cause
lots of efforts. That is why, 1 propose the ınethod improved by Ruland & Doupnik which is
·
called as Current/PPP Method.
Under this method, the nonmonetary asset would be translated by the historical rate.
Then, according to PPP deviation, whetlıer favorable or unfavorable, the parity er~or
multiplied by historical cost of nonmon.etary asset in foreign currency units would be added
or subtracted to historical cost ofnonmonetary asset in reporting currency respectively. And
the gain or loss would be translated to income stateınent.
The extra effort necessary in applying this ınethod is to calculate parity error for each
year and to keep a record of historical costs and the historical exchange rates . for
nonmonetary assets.
APP~ICATION

OF CURRENT/PP P METHOD

An example may show how the Current/PPP method wörks. Let's take a hypothetical
, balance sheet and income statement ofa subsidiary operating in Turkey.
Let's assuıne that below balance sheet is the foundation balance sheet of the
subsidiary. The exchange rate of $1 as of O1.0 l. l 99X is \OS,000 TL.. This rate is both the
current and historical rate as ofthe openning day . So while translating the balance sheet ali
items will be divided by 108,000.
For the sake öf simplicity, let's assume that during the current year only one sale
realized, that is the half of the inventory sold, and inventory was not repurchased. And no
other ctiange realized. Depreciation rate is 5% and double-declining balance method used
for fıxed assets. The exchange rate as of 3 l ..l 2. l 99X is 206,000 TL per USD ($). And the
annual inflation in Turkey is 98% while 2.5% ın USA. First, calculate PPP implied
exchange rate; E1= 108,000x[( 1+0.98)/(1 +0.025)] ·
Et=208,624 TL per $
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PPP does not hold, and there is a favorable parity error. That is, actual ending
exchange rate is less than it should be.
EXHIBIT 1 BalanceSheetasofOl.Ol.199X
(000,000 TL)

exch. rate

$

200
3,800
4,000

108,000
108,000
108,000

1,852
35, 185
37,037

5,000
13,000

108,000

46,296
ı20,370

7,500

108,000

69,444

1,000

108,000

9,259

4,500
13,000

108,000

41,667 .
120,370

Current Assets
Cash
Receivables
lnventory
Fixed Assets
Fixed Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
Current Liabilities
Accounts Payables
Long-Term Liabilities
Long-terrn Payables
Owners' Equity
Capital
TOTAL LIAB. + O.E.
Translation of nonmonetary assets;

- translate at historical rate
- adjust by PPP error
lnventory;

- 2,000,000.000 / 108,000

= $ 18,519

- 2,000,000,000 / 206,000 = 9,709
- 2,000,000,000 / 208,624 = 9,587
- 9,709 - 9,587 =

=$

122

$ 18,641

'
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I

Fixed Asset;
- 5,000,000,000 / 108,000
- 5,000,000,000 / 206,000

=

$ 46,296

= 24,272

- 5,000,000,000 / 208,624 = 23,967
305

=$

- 24,272 - 23,967

$ 46,601

Cost of Goods Sold;
- 2,000,000,000 I 108,000
- 2,000,000,000 / 206,000

=

$ 18,519

= 9,709

- 2,000,000,000 I 208,624 = 9,587
122

=$

- 9,709 - 9,587 =

$ 18,641

Depreciation Expense;
Translated figure of FiX:ed Asset is equal to $ 46,601
Depreciation Rate is equal to 5%.and Double-Declining Balance Method is used
Take 10% of translated
- $ 46,601 x 10%

fıgure

of fıxed asset
=$

4,660
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EXHIBIT 2. Balance Sheet as of 3 l . l 2. l 99X
(000,000 TL)
Current Assets
Cash
Receivables
Inventory'
Fixed Assets
Fixed Assets
Accum. Depreci.
TOTAL ASSETS

4,200
3,800
2,000

exchange rate
206,000
206,000

20,388
18,447
18,641
46,601
(4,660)
99,41,7

5,000
(500)
14,500

Current Liabilities
Accounts Payable
Long-Term Liabilities
Long-term Pay.
Owners' Equity
Capital
Period Profıt
TOTAL LIAB.+ O.E.

$

7,500

206,000

36,408

1,000

206,000

4,854

4,500
1,500
14,500

108,000*

41,667
16,488
99,417

* lı istorica 1 rate

EXHIBIT 3. Income
Sal es
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Profıt
Operating Expenses
Geiı.&Adm. Exp.
Depreciation Exp.
Profıt Before Tax
Translation Gain or Loss
Period Profıt
* average exchange rate

Stateınent

(000,000 TL)
5,000
(2,000)
3,000
( 1,000)
(500)
1,500
1,500

(O 1.01. l 99X - 3 l. l 2. l 99X)
exchange rate
157,000*

$
31,847
18,641
13,206

157,000*

(6,370)
(4,660)
2, 176
14,312
16,488
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CONCLUSION

in international accounting, trans lation takes a very important place . The purpose of
tra nslating the fore ign fınancial statements of foreign subsidiaries is to come up w ith
fınanc i a l stateıne n ts in terms of hoıne country's currency so that consolidated fınancial
statements could be prepared, fro ın parent coın p a ny' s point of view.
The real and correct conso lidated fınancial statements can be prepared by using, no
doubt, the rea l and correct fınancial statements of foreign subsidiaries. T he foreign
subs idi aries are obliged to use their own hom e currency in keeping acco unting record. So
the fın an cia l statements of subsidiaries would appe.ar in terıns· of their own hoın e currency.
T hese. stateıne nts should be translated to parent coınpany's hoın e currency.
in order to be ab le to come up with rea l and correct translated fınancial stateınents,
the translation ınethod used shou ld be the right one. There are .b asically four translation
ın eth ods: current-noncurrent. mon etary- nonınoneta r y, temporal and current rate ın ethods.
The reason why there are more than one ın ethod improved by different people in
is that the exchange rates tluctuate aııd the fınaııcial statements (balance
sheet and in co ıne s tateınent) composed of items w ith different .characteristics, e ither currentnoncurrent or monetary-nonmonetary . Sc ientists . tried to fınd the right exchange rate
(hi storic, cu rrent, or average) applicab le to right fın anci al statement item (currentn o n c urr eııt or ınoıı etary- n o ııınoıı etary).

differeııt t iın es

When ·we talk about hyper-intlat ion -like in T urkey-, the problem becoınes bigger.
Because the exch aıı ge rate tluctuatioııs are bigger and frequent . Choosin g the appropriate
rate wil l be more difficult.
in this study. 1 tried to investi gate the applicability of above mentİ0°11 ed translation
to th e tinancial stateme ııts of subsidiaries operating in Tuı: key -where hyperintl ation ex ists. And a lso, 1 tried to fınd a support to a ın ethod appropriate .for Turkey's
co nditions. What 1 found' is; _,

ın eth odo l og i es

T he bas ic assumption underlying in ali four of the traditiona l translation methods is
that PPP (purchasing power parity) ho lds.
Si nce PPP does not hold in T urke/. it's ın ea nin g l ess to use the trad itional translation
Besides. it causes wrong resu lts.

nı eth ods.

x See T uba Dum lu , "T;·anslating the Fin anc ial Stateınents of Susidi~ries Operatin g in
T urkey: Are Tradititi onal Translation Methods Applicable ?",Marm ara Üniversitesi,
ÖNER İ Dergisi , Ocak 1999
.
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But, there should be a method appropriate for Turkey's conditions. According to my
investigations, 1 found a method proposed by Ruland and Doupnik9 in 1988. The method is
called as Current/PPP Method. This method is applicable where PPP does not hold and there
is a trend in exchange rate tıuctuations. These·conditions fit to Turkey's conditions.
in this method, nonmonetary assets taken into consideration. According 'to t,his
method. nonmonetary assets should be translated by using the historic rate and than adjusted
by the PPP deviation (error). By doing so. the purchasing power of the owners' equity is
protected. The resulting translation gain or loss should directly be transferred to income
statement.

•ı

Ruland, Robert G., Doupnik Timothy S.: "Foreign Currency Translation and the Behavior
ofExchange Rates", Journal oflnternational Business Studies, Voluıne 19, Nuınber 3, Year
1988. p.461 -476.

